The APEX Interactive Audit portrays an audit in both graphic representation...

...and in a more standard text-based format.
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What is APEX?

APEX is a web-based degree audit reporting system that is being utilized by the University of Kentucky. It is an advising tool used by both advisors and students providing a visual and interactive representation of a student’s academic progress.

What does APEX mean?

APEX stands for Academic Program Evaluation & eXploration. Students and advisors can produce a degree audit against a student’s major for an Evaluation of their current Academic Program. The system also provides the flexibility for students and advisors to run “what-if” audits to explore a new academic program.

How do I access APEX?

Students and Advisors can access APEX through the website at: www.uky.edu/apex.

Respective links will direct students to the “myUK portal” where they will log in using their Active Directory (AD) id and password.

Advisors can request access through their college. Information on how to do this is available at the above website.

What is a “What-if” audit?

Essentially, “what if a student wanted to change their major?” A student or an advisor can choose to produce an audit on a different major other than the student’s current major. Students can now see how the classes that they have already completed will fulfill the requirements in the other major.

What are Planned Courses?

A student can add courses to their audit in which they plan to take in the future. The new audit will show exactly what requirements these “Planned Courses” will fulfill, thus eliminating the student from taking any courses that he/she does not need.

Where can I find more information on APEX?

Detailed information concerning, but not limited to, all the topics discussed here can be found at the UK Degree Audit web site at: www.uky.edu/apex.